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Abstract
Perfect Blue (1997) is an anime (Japanese animation) film directed by Kon Satoshi. The 
film revolves around a female idol (a pop star) named Mima who quits her career as an 
idol to become an actress, and how she gradually loses her mind. This article presents 
anime as an important pop culture phenomenon with a massive influence world-
wide. This article examines the gender stereotypes promulgated by this phenomenon 
and proposes a different reading of the work of Kon by comparing how the gender 
roles are portrayed in the different versions: The Japanese original and its yakuwarigo 
or “scripted speech” (Kinsui and Yamakido 2015) and the US English subtitles and 
dubbing. Methodologically, the analysis relies on close observation of the use of the 
Japanese first and second person pronouns and sentence-final particles in the charac-
ters’ language, since “the use of these features is known to be highly gender-dependent” 
(Hiramoto 2013: 55). The study comes to important conclusions regarding gender 
portrayals in audiovisual translation.
Resumen
Perfect Blue (1997) es un film de anime (animación japonesa) dirigido por Kon Satoshi. 
Este film gira alrededor de una idol (una estrella pop) llamada Mima, quien decide 
terminar su carrera como idol para convertirse en una actriz y el subsiguiente declive 
mental que Mima sufre. Este artículo trata el anime como un fenómeno cultural pop con 
enorme influencia alrededor del mundo y analiza los estereotipos de género promulga-
dos por ese fenómeno, además de proponer una lectura diferente de la obra de Kon. Se 
examina cómo los diferentes roles de género se exhiben en las diferentes versiones: en 
el original japonés y su yakuwarigo o «discurso guionado» (Kinsui y Yamakido 2015) y 
en las traducciones al inglés estadounidense. La metodología se basa en la observación 
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del uso de los pronombres de primera y segunda persona y las partículas utilizadas al 
final de la oración del idioma japonés, ya que «the use of these features is known to be 
highly gender-dependent» («se sabe que el uso de estos rasgos lingüísticos están muy 
ligados al género del hablante») (Hiramoto 2013: 55). El estudio llega a conclusiones 
importantes respecto a los roles de género en la traducción audiovisual.
Keywords: Anime. Kon Satoshi. Perfect Blue. Audiovisual translation. Gender.
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Las películas son muy autoritarias, la mayoría dicen 
qué pensar; el cinema es casi un dictador 
(Miguel Gomes, Portuguese film director)1
1. Anime
Anime, Japanese animation, is a powerful global media, with 60% of the ani-
mation worldwide being made in Japan (Goto-Jones 2009, 3). In Japan anime 
can be seen every day on many channels, with high-budget films appearing 
almost every weekend in theatres all over the country (today more and more 
anime films are being showed in theatres outside of Japan, mainly in the United 
States). In translation studies, most of the research on the translation of anime 
has concentrated on a narrow set of topics. Some authors have written studies 
on the translation of anime in a linguistic sense, e.g. O’Hagan (2003, 2009) 
and Condry (2013), others on fansubbing e.g. Díaz-Cintas and Muñoz-Sánchez 
(2006) and Pérez-González (2006), whilst others have placed their efforts into 
exploring the manipulation and censorship in anime, e.g. Parini (2012) and 
Josephy-Hernández (2015). The study of anime—its translation, dissemina-
tion and gender portrayals, amongst other topics—can undergo considerable 
expansion in translation studies. This article seeks to fill that gap, even if only 
so slightly.
1.1. Kon Satoshi
Born 12th October 1963, Kon Satoshi was a prolific manga artist and anime 
director. Kon was born in Hokkaidō, Japan. He directed four feature-length 
films: Perfect Blue (1997), Millennium Actress (2001), Tokyo Godfathers (2003), 
and Paprika (2006); as well as one TV series, Paranoia Agent (2005). This study 
deals with his first feature-length film, Perfect Blue.
1.  “Films are very authoritarian, most tell you what to think. Cinema is like a dictator.” 
Stated in a Q&A at the Costa Rican International Film Festival, December 2015.
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1.2. Perfect Blue
Perfect Blue is based on the book by Takeuchi Yoshikazu named Pāfekuto Burū: 
Kanzen Hentai. Working with screenwriter Murai Sadayuki, Kon changed the 
film’s script so that it would suit his own taste and could be released as an ani-
mated film (Osmond 2006: 29). Perfect Blue is a psychological thriller, around 
81 minutes long, about an idol (a female, Japanese pop star) named Kirigoe 
Mima (henceforth “Mima”), who decides, by herself, to quit her idol band 
Cham! and become a TV actress. As the movie progresses, we see Mima grow 
doubtful and fearful, unsure whether her decision to become an actress was 
the right one, whilst at the same time being stalked by a deranged fan. Mima 
rapidly descends into madness, causing her to confuse what is real and what 
is part of the show she is acting in.
Given the importance of gender portrayals in both image and language in 
anime, Kon’s approach is striking: His portrayal of female characters is unique 
and serious, and does not follow the kawaii (cute) stereotypes seen in most 
anime, as it will be shown in this article. Mima is a woman who takes her own 
decisions, and does not live for anyone else—even if this affects her emo-
tionally. Considering the importance of anime as a worldwide pop and social 
phenomenon, and the role played by audiovisual products as a “main vehicle 
of transmitting information, culture and ideology” (Chaume-Varela 2004: 7; 
author’s translation), a critical look at how this often highly-sexualised material 
travels into other languages and cultures is an important step.
The reasons listed above motivated the author to analyse how Perfect Blue 
was translated, as it portrays gender in a manner atypical to most anime. This 
article concentrates on the use of First Person Pronouns (1PPs), Second Person 
Pronouns (2PPs), and Sentence Final Particles (SFPs) of the film’s yakuwarigo 
(role language or scripted speech); it analyses how these were translated in the 
subtitled and dubbed versions of the films. This analysis is carried out in order 
to see if the gender roles expressed in the Japanese source text are maintained 
in translation. It is the author’s hope that this study will be a critique of anime 
that will encourage further research in the area.
For these reasons, this study consists in describing and critically analys-
ing the manner in which gender is portrayed in Perfect Blue in the “original” 
Japanese release, and how this portrayal is translated in the official subtitles 
and dubbings into US English.
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2. Gender in anime and the Japanese language
2.1. Gender in anime
Starting with a basic definition of gender, Judith Shapiro explains the difference 
between sex and gender, stating that sex relates to the biological differences 
between men and women, whilst gender refers to the social, cultural and psy-
chological constructs that are imposed upon these biological differences (1981: 
449). She argues that these constructs vary from one language to another, and 
one culture to another (Shapiro 1981: 449). The concept of gender means dif-
ferent things, for different people, at different times, in different socio-cultural, 
and even socio-political situations. The concept of gender can vary between—
and within—organisations, peoples, cultures and specific time periods.
In general, there has been one main tendency in the study of gender in 
anime, which is the study of shōjo (anime and manga aimed at a teenage female 
readership), and its variants, including mahō shōjo (the “magical girl”) and yaoi 
(homosexual relationships between men). These genres have been the research 
focus of several scholars such as Allison (2006), Saitō (2001), Kotani (2006), 
Shamoon (2012), Pagliassotti, Nagaike & McHarry (2013) and Saito (2014). 
Scott (2010) mistakenly labels Kon’s Perfect Blue as shōjo (it is a psychological 
thriller). There is little work regarding Kon and gender, something that might 
be considered strange, since Kon expresses many opinions regarding gender 
roles in Japanese society. Yet this lack of academic work on Kon might be due 
to his underground status, something that remains the case even to this date.
2.2. An overview of the genderlects of the Japanese language
The Japanese language is “particularly a gender-marking language” (Furukawa 
2016: 1) that denotes the sex of the speaker (Tanaka 2004: 2). Tanaka explains 
that Japanese boys and girls are taught from an early age how to speak in a 
gendered way—and are expected to talk according to their sex—and this is 
reinforced through their formative years. Native speakers of Japanese will use 
different pronouns, sentence final particles and lexicon (Tanaka 2004:2), as 
well as verbs.
2.3. Gender-specific linguistic markers of the Japanese language
The analysis carried out in this research is very much inspired by the study of 
Cowboy Bebop by Hiramoto (2013). As mentioned before, this work analyses 
the 1PPs, 2PPs and SFPs of the film because “the use of these features is known 
to be highly gender-dependent” (Hiramoto 2013: 55). These linguistic markers 
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can be divided into specific features relating to how strongly or moderately 
feminine or masculine they are, or whether they are neutral features (Okamoto 
1995). Thanks to these markers, for example, the listener can discern if a char-
acter is presenting him or herself as male or female, even if it is not explicitly 
stated in the text. The reason for this is that male and female characters use 
specific markers according to their own gender, so even if, for example, in a 
text the reader does not know if a character is male or female, the reader will 
be able to discern the character’s gender based on the way they speak. Inoue 
(2003: 319) explains that these particles reflect the “the socially-accepted and 
culturally-constituted gendered demeanor” of the Japanese language. Ide and 
Yoshida (1999: 471) provide a detailed chart on the SFPs used by adult males 
and females in different social situations (formal, normal, deprecatory). It is 
important to understand, however, that these markers are part of the yakuwar-
igo, which is now briefly explained.
2.4. Yakuwarigo
Yakuwarigo, or “role language” or “scripted speech” in Japanese is an area of 
study first proposed by Kinsui in 2001. It is “a set of spoken language features 
(such as vocabulary, grammar and phonetic characteristics) that can be psy-
chologically associated with a particular character type. (Character’s attributes 
include age, gender, occupation, social status, appearance and personality.)” 
(Kinsui & Yamakido 2015: 30). Yakuwarigo is something that can be analysed 
“in fiction, popular culture, e.g., manga, anime, and beyond (the internet)” 
(Teshigawara & Kinsui 2011: 37). Naturally the study of role language can 
be applied to anime, as “yakuwarigo is rampant in popular anime shows, as 
most of the characters are depicted in purposefully exaggerated manners. Roles 
such as protagonist, villain, sidekick, etc. are made transparent to the audience 
both visually and linguistically in mainstream anime” (Hiramoto 2013: 52). It 
is important, then, to examine the way a character speaks and how this might 
represent specific ideals of Japanese linguistic hegemony. Kinsui’s yakuwarigo 
is singularly pertinent for this study, as the film Perfect Blue has a scripted 
speech. The following section provides some examples of the stereotypical 
language employed in anime. This section is included in order to compare 
these examples with the ones from Perfect Blue.
2.5. Examples of “clichéd” feminine language used in anime
In anime, female characters frequently use the request form -nasai that women 
in Japan are expected to use, instead of the -te imperative form which is the 
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one only used by men (Tanaka 2004: 28). However, in anime the use of -nasai 
and -te relates more to whether a female character has a strong temperament 
or not. If she does not have one, she will use the request form -nasai, e.g., the 
Jeanne D’Arc character in episode 4 of the anime series Drifters (2016), a seinen 
series (aimed at adolescent boys and men). But if the character has a strong 
temperament, or is very angry, she will use the -te imperative form, e.g. Jo in 
episode 9 of the Little Women (1987) anime adaptation.
Female characters in anime also use very specific SFPs. An example of a 
recent anime would be Sound! Euphomium (2015), a slice-of-life series where 
the music club consists mostly of girls and where in episode 5 one of the char-
acters uses the atashi (a moderately-feminine 1PP) and nanoni (a moderately 
feminine SFP). Or in the show Fuuka (2017), about a man who accidentally 
takes a picture of a girl’s panties and the relationship that develops afterwards, 
the first two lines of dialogues in episode 2 end with the moderately-feminine 
SFP -no, and sometimes the highly-feminine SFP -nanoni. Mahō shōjo anime 
features female characters that speak in highly-stereotypical ways. For example, 
Sakura, from the Cardcaptor Sakura (1998) series, in which a girl must collect 
and defeat powerful cards in order to save humanity, says “chigauno” (“That’s 
not right”) at the beginning of episode 39. Moments later, she ends another sen-
tence with the SFP -nano. -No and -nano are respectively highly and moderately 
feminine SFPs. In another case, Tsukino Usagi, the main character of Pretty 
Soldier Sailor Moon (1992), says “donna tsukauno?” (“How can I use this?”)
This is but a small sample of the way female characters speak in anime, 
and writing a more exhaustive corpus goes beyond the scope of this paper. 
However, in writing this section the author wishes to encourage people to pay 
more attention at the relation between how female characters speak in anime, 
and how they are characterised and graphically presented on screen. Because 
as Nakamura and Ōnuchi (2006) explain, when characters in specific gender 
roles are shown to children from an early age, those children will come to 
accept these images as the standard social and gender norms, and think this 
attitude towards women’s gender roles is the way things are supposed to be.
Anime has a strong effect on the lives of its viewers, especially when the 
show in question is a popular children’s anime like Pretty Soldier Sailor Moon. 
This effect happens because, as Hall (1980) explains, television programmes 
(this of course includes anime) are encoded with a meaning that is then 
decoded by the audience; this meaning then incites specific social practices 
that benefit a dominant ideology. For Hall the circulation of products is the 
equivalent of distributing specific social practices that are consumed through 
a specific product. Applying Hall’s theories of the encoding and decoding 
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of meaning through television to the particular case of Japanese media, the 
noticeable aspect to be observed is that these meanings, originally encoded 
in an anime, are thus transferred (or translated) and encoded in the plethora 
of products (e.g. CDs, (fan)magazines, etc. as shown in Perfect Blue) that are 
part of Japan’s media-mix.
Even if, overall, some changes in the character portrayals may happen over 
time, these changes are confined, and “the power of corporate ideology over 
character types remains very strong, and sets limits on the permissible” (Gitlin 
1979: 261). This is the heteronormative message ultimately encoded in most 
anime. And yet, as the author will demonstrate in the pages that follow, Kon 
Satoshi is different and takes a critical stance towards this heteronormative 
convention with a different portrayal of female characters in anime.
3. Gender in translation studies and audiovisual translation
Gender in translation studies is an area that has been studied amply, starting 
with the works of Lori Chamberlain (1988), Sherry Simon (1996) and Luise 
von Flotow (1997, 2011, von Flotow & Scott 2016), dealing with how dif-
ferent notions of power can affect a translation, how women are erased from 
literature in translation, and how female translators can rework and retrans-
late an original text in order to make it a feminist one. Gender in audiovisual 
translation, however, is an area with some sporadic research. Von Flotow & 
Josephy-Hernández (forthcoming, 2018) identify three main trends in the 
portrayal of gender of audiovisual products:
1) The first approach analyses AVT materials for the accuracy in which 
they reflect the feminist content and nuance of the original text, e.g. 
in Chiaro (2007), Bianchi (2008), Feral (2011), and DeMarco (2006, 
2012).
2) The second approach addresses differences between subtitled and 
dubbed versions of a same product, e.g. in Feral (2011a), and in this 
article.
3) The third approach examines other sexual orientations and linguis-
tic representations in/through translation, e.g. in the works of Lewis 
(2010), Asimakoulas (2012), and Ranzato (2012).
In the first approach, for instance, Bianchi (2008) explains that Buffy herself 
is dubbed in a manner that she is “tamed and normalized” (191ff) to the 
stereotypical ideas of Italian female sexuality. In the second approach, Feral 
(2011a) describes that whilst the French subtitling of Sex and the City shows 
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powerful and successful women, the dubbing seems to place less emphasis on 
“female education, skills, ambition and success” (399). Finally, in the third 
approach “both Lewis and Ranzato find that the terminology available in Italian 
or Spanish for ‘queer’ ways of being and expressing oneself is either non-ex-
istent or weak, and often simply erased and replaced with more conventional 
language” (von Flotow and Josephy-Hernández, forthcoming 2018).
A translator can decide to follow a government’s or company’s regula-
tions (labelled as what is “morally right” by their own standards), and in 
doing so, further foment, for instance, a heteronormative way of thinking 
that diminishes women’s importance and intelligence. With audiovisual prod-
ucts—like anime—the impact is much higher because the medium in which 
the translation is disseminated is enormous and far-reaching, experienced by 
immeasurably broad audiences.
4. Data analysis
The data was obtained from the official DVD released by Manga Entertainment 
in 1999. The DVD contains the film in Japanese, as well as the English subtitles, 
the English dubbing, some extras, and a pamphlet. For the analysis the scenes 
were chosen based on the characters’ gender, and whom they were address-
ing, i.e. their interactions. The scenes were selected if they were female-male 
(e.g. Tadokoro and Rumi), female-female (e.g. Rumi and Mima), and if Mima 
(the film’s main character) was speaking to herself or with Phantom Mima. 
Controlling for these specific kinds of interactions helped produce a corpus 
that would provide answers to the research questions. For the data analysis, 
every single version of each scene was transcribed on a dialogue-per-line basis, 
starting with the original Japanese text, followed by the official English sub-
titles and the official English dubbing. Finally, each scene is analysed under 
the lens of the gender and translation aspects; first concentrating on how the 
lexicogrammatical features (the 1PPs, 2PPs, SFPs) were translated.
4.1. Gender-specific language in Kon’s Perfect Blue
In this section I will discuss the gender-specific language that Kon’s charac-
ters— specifically, the fans, Tadokoro (a man), Rumi (a woman), Me-Mania 
(a man), Mima and Phantom Mima—use in Perfect Blue. This is important to 
explore in order to see to what extent Kon’s critique of gender practices/roles 
in the Japanese “idol” industry is reflected in the language assigned to these 
characters.
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 — Mima: Mima is an interesting case, as she speaks in a neutral manner, 
seldom using feminine forms. This may be due to the fact that her 
behaviour is atypical for female characters in anime. Her individu-
ality and resistance to the required norms is reflected in her speech. 
One example of this is that she uses the 1PP “Watashi” (I/me) during 
the entire film, e.g. “Kore ha watashi janai!”, “Watashi ha hon mono 
dayo”. Only very early does she use the more feminine forms “atashi/
atakushi”: “Atashi ga Mima yo!” She does, however, use more feminine 
SFPs, such as “yo”. This is but a small sample showing that Mima 
does not use a feminine language; more examples are provided in the 
analysis.
 — “Phantom Mima”: Mima’s alter ego, an illusion, speaks in a more 
feminine manner than Mima does. This seems reasonable, given the 
situation, in which Phantom Mima is a reflection of a Mima who never 
stopped being an idol. For instance, Phantom Mima says “Atarimaeyo 
kore ga hontō no Mima damon” (“No wonder, this is the real Mima!”). 
In this case, damon is a highly-feminine SFP, discussed afterwards.
The 1PP, 2PP and SFP, as well as the keigo used in Perfect Blue provide the 
linguistic basis for the analyses of the gendered-linguistic interactions in this 
film They are the focus of this study’s translation analysis and discussion, 
with special attention to variations of female/male differentiations in the film’s 
language. The language choices made by the characters are relevant to under-
standing not only the relations between them, but also to gaining a perspective 
on Kon’s view of their interactions.
 — Mima’s managers: When Mima’s managers, Tadokoro and Rumi, discuss 
what to do about Mima’s future, Tadokoro initially speaks in a soft 
manner with the use of feminine SFPs like dayou. But as the discussion 
progresses and Tadokoro becomes more frustrated with Rumi because 
of their argument, he uses the more masculine forms of the verb desu, 
such as darou and dazou. Rumi, in response, however, uses a standard 
form of the language with the SFP “desuka?”; this indicates that as a 
woman she positions herself in a lower social rank than Tadokoro, a 
man (as Tadokoro can use highly informal forms of verbs, while Rumi 
must use formal forms of the verbs). However, when Tadokoro needs 
to convince Rumi of his perspective or impose himself, he speaks in a 
more powerful manner by using the stronger, masculine form of verbs. 
What can be observed here, then, is that although Tadokoro and Rumi 
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have the same social rank as Mima’s managers, Rumi inhabits a lower 
position because she is a woman. This is shown in their speech.
In a different scene, when Rumi is explaining the internet to Mima, Rumi uses 
very feminine SFPs like dayo and nano (especially the latter). She speaks and 
acts in a strongly stereotypical feminine manner. Toward the end of the movie, 
when she is trying to kill Mima and says “Mima ha futari mō iranain damon”, 
she uses a SFP damon that is highly informal and feminine. In other words, as 
Rumi progressively loses her mind, she becomes more feminine in her attitudes 
and the way she speaks, i.e. she tries to become more like the idol that Mima 
once was. This does not mean that “madness” is expressed through an overly 
feminised language, but that when a deranged Rumi reverted to an idol stage 
she employed the feminine language frequently used by idols.
 — The fans: at the beginning of the film, the “wota” (idol fans) employ 
the informal verb “to be - dayo”. In this first scene, the fan speaks in 
a stereotypical, informal manner, referring to Mima as Mima-rin. In 
another scene, however, where the fans are talking sarcastically about 
Mima’s acting, they use the highly-masculine SFP -na, perhaps to use a 
strong language to disrespect her not only through the content of what 
they are saying, but also by means of how they say it. There are only a 
couple of instances in which the fans speak: Most of the scenes revolve 
around them as an audience, or concentrating on Mima’s biggest fan, 
Me-Mania (who himself only speaks in one scene).
 — Me-Mania: Me-Mania’s few utterances are held in a highly-masculine 
manner. When he is assaulting Mima, he says “Boku no daijina Mima-
rin wo mamorunda!” using a masculine form of “I”, boku, and an 
informal yet not explicitly masculine, SFP nda. This is clearly a soto 
situation, as he uses strong language towards Mima, even a pejorative 
omae (informal “you”), acting in a condescending, and even violent 
manner towards Mima and degrading her not only through his actions, 
but also through his language. The reason for Me-Mania using this 
highly-masculine SPFs will be further explained in the analysis, but it 
is basically a way for him to exert power on Mima.
4.2. The scenes
4.2.1. Scene 1: Tadokoro and Rumi discuss Mima’s future
In this scene, Tadokoro, Rumi, and Mima have a discussion about Mima’s 
future. Mima has already said that she wants to end her career as an idol and 
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become an actress, and Tadokoro agrees with her wishes. Rumi, however, 
disagrees and believes Mima should remain an idol, and she asks Mima about 
her “real” feelings.
Figure 1. Rumi and Tadokoro discussing Mima’s future.2
Example 1. 00.04.27-00.04.48
Japanese Romaji
Tadokoro: Mima ha aidoru yori joyū ni muiterun dayo.
Rendora no regyuraa ni doukatte iun da.
Konna ii hanashi na ii darouga
Rumi: Uta to no kengyo datte ii jaanai desuka?
Tadokoro: Hokano futaritono sukejyuuru datte mou kamiatte nai darou!
Rumi: Joyū ni narutameni kibishii ressun wo ukete kitawake jya arimasen!
Tadokoro: Kyoku no purodyuusa ha joyū no Mima wo zessan shitekureten dazo!
Rumi: Datte, Mima no kimochi ga?
Back-translation
Tadokoro: Mima’s talents are more suitable for acting than being an idol. She should 
really accept this drama job. She might never get this offer in the future again.
Rumi: She can sing and do something else, no?
Tadokoro: The schedule of the other two is starting to mismatch.
Rumi: She did not take all those harsh lessons for no reason.
Tadokoro: The TV producer praised Mima’s acting.
Rumi: But what happens with Mima’s feelings?
2.  All images are copyright of their respective owners. (C) MADHOUSE Inc, (C) Manga 
Entertainment, (C) Kon Satoshi.
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Official Subtitles
They want her in a drama series.
There are no better deals than this!
She can act AND sing!
That should be all right!
Her schedule with the other two 
is already starting to mismatch!
She didn’t go through those
hard lessons to become an actress!
The TV producer praised Mima’s acting!
But what about MIMA’S feelings!? 
Official Dubbing
Tadokoro: Mima should be acting, not singing!
They want her in a drama series, you just don’t pass up on a deal like this!
Rumi: She can do both, she can sing and act!
Tadokoro: Her schedule with the other two has already created a difficult problem!
Rumi: Listen, she didn’t go to all those singing lessons just so she could become an 
actress!
Tadokoro: The producer of the show doesn’t care! He thinks Mima’s a wonderful 
actress!
Rumi: Of course! But what about Mima’s feelings?
In the original Japanese version, Tadokoro initially uses a soft SFP -yō in his 
line. But as the conversation progresses, he becomes increasingly exasperated 
with Rumi, and his demeanour intensifies. The result is that he begins to use 
a more masculine SFP, -zo. He does this to appear masculine and forceful as 
he takes a stronger stance—in his demeanour and language—against Rumi.
In contrast, Rumi uses neither formal nor informal language. Instead, she 
speaks in a neutral tone with SFPs in verbs, such as desuka and arimasen. This 
distinguishes her dialogue greatly from Tadokoro’s overall tone in the conver-
sation, which is informal. Rumi’s neutral manner betrays no femininity in her 
dialogue. The fact that Rumi speaks with this tone is a sign that she is taking 
a stronger position for herself in the conversation by using neutral, de-femi-
nized language. By doing so, she ceases to have a lower status than Tadokoro 
in the conversation.
This situation can be seen in the film’s images. Tadokoro has a relaxed 
demeanour throughout the conversation, waving his hands as if to dismiss 
Rumi’s statements. Rumi, however, looks directly at Tadokoro and places both 
of her hands on the table, fists closed, in order to project a powerful, angry 
attitude. Tadokoro is a man, so his style of conversation is that of a business 
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discussion in a smoke-filled room or a bar (although in uchi context, he person-
ally knows both Rumi and Mima). As a woman, Rumi must speak in a neutral 
manner and behave forcefully to get her point across to Tadokoro.
In the subtitles, Tadokoro is translated as speaking in a standard manner 
with short sentences, although he has more lines than Rumi. Every one of his 
sentences, with the exception of his first, ends with an exclamation sign. This 
allows the viewer to understand, along with the images, that at the moment 
he is speaking he is taking an assertive stance.
In Rumi’s utterances the word “and” is in all capitalised letters in her 
dialogue—an uncommon occurrence in official subtitles—and there are excla-
mation points at the end of each sentence, along with a question mark and an 
admiration sign at the end of Rumi’s last line. All these devices convey a degree 
of assertiveness, but not to the same degree as in the original Japanese script. 
It is notable, though, how the subtitler used limited space to represent Rumi’s 
strong character in this scene.
The dubbing better preserves Rumi’s steadfast manner compared to the 
subtitles. Not only does the dubbing provide a more forceful portrayal of Rumi’s 
behaviour, but the fact that dubbing is an oral medium allows for specific 
control of the character’s voice. In this instance, the dubbing presents a strong 
tone that better conveys Rumi’s emphatic message. Rumi says “listen” before 
explaining to Tadokoro why she thinks Mima should stay an idol, even if she 
becomes an actress. Her delivery of this line emphasises her resolve: she says 
“listen,” pauses and then rapidly lays out her argument. The first word serves 
to put Tadokoro on notice. Compared to the subtitles, the dubbed Rumi is 
a stronger one, even though Tadokoro has more space—again, his lines are 
longer—to convey his message.
4.2.2. Scene 2: Cham! Departure
In the following scene Cham! is performing their final concert together as a trio. 
During a pause in the set, Mima addresses the audience and informs them that 
she is leaving the group—or “graduating” from it—as Yukiko says it. But during 
this farewell address, a group of “punks” start to throw cans at the stage, and 
begin fighting with other people. Mima, frustrated by their behaviour marring 
her last show, forcefully pleads for the “punks” to stop.
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Figure 2. Mima says her farewell
Example 2. 00.05.35-00.06.45
Japanese Romaji
Yukiko: Eeto… saigono kyoku no mae ni houkokushinakya ikenai koto ga arimasu
Mima: Eeto… Watashi Kirigoe Mima ha Cham! no ichinen toshite…
Yamete! Kyō dake ha minna to tanoshiku sugoshi takattanoni
Back-translation
Yukiko: Hum… before our last song, we have to inform you of something.
Mima: Hum… I, Kirigoe Mima, in this year in Cham…
Stop! Just for today I wanted to have a good time!
Official Subtitles
Umm… Before our last song, 
we have news to tell you…
Um, I, Mima Kirigoe, 




I wanted to have a good time with all of you!
Official Dubbing
Yukiko: Hum, but before we sing our last song, we do have some news we would like 
to share with all of you!
Mima: Ah, I, Mima Kirigoe, had a really fun time being a member of Cham! […]
Mima: Stop it now!
Tonight… I mean today, I just wanted us to, please, just have a good time!
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In the Japanese version of the script, what is immediately noticeable is the 
number of pauses on part of all the members, especially Mima. She is clearly 
sad about having to tell her fans that she is leaving Cham! In this text, Yukiko 
starts off by saying “ee…” and “eeto...” Even Mima says eeto once herself. Eeto 
is a common phrase used by women in Japan, usually to express doubt. In this 
scene, it is used as vocal filler to convey the hesitation of the characters speaking 
on stage. The subtitled version of the dialogue, as expected, contains some differ-
ences from the Japanese script. Mima and Yukiko’s pauses at the beginning of the 
scene are more noticeable. This is because they are graphically rendered with an 
ellipsis, demonstrating Mima’s sadness, and perhaps doubt, over leaving Cham! 
There are also six pauses in the subtitles, as compared to five in the dubbing.
In the Japanese text, Yukiko uses the standard form of the verbs, as does 
Mima. When Mima wants to stop the fighting, however, she uses the word 
“yamete” (“stop”). The -te imperative form is a strong imperative more commonly 
used by men than women (Hiramoto 2013: 60), or according to Tanaka (2004: 
28), only by men. Tanaka explains that “women are expected to use the -nasai 
suffix, which is added to the verb base” (Tanaka 2004: 28). In other words, Mima 
would be expected to use yamenasai instead of yamete in this situation.
Mima’s use of yamete is a stark contrast to the hesitant Mima that was using 
eeto, while pushing back her hair and looking down at the floor. The impact of 
Mima’s use of the -te imperative is enhanced by the film’s visuals, which feature 
a close up of her mouth as she speaks into the microphone. This, coupled with 
Mima’s use of the standard 1PP watashi instead of the more feminine atashi 
or atakushi, provides evidence to the viewer that Mima is not a typical female 
anime character.
Interestingly, the heightened hesitation in the subtitles does not diminish 
the ferocity of Mima’s response when the ruckus in the audience takes place. 
Mima uses the imperative yamete when she addresses the hooligans. She again 
does not use the more common imperative form for women in Japan, -nasai, or 
yamenasai in this case. She adamantly insists that the troublemakers stop the 
commotion, using a strong verb form. This might be because she is in a soto 
situation with the fans, she can use a use a stronger verb form than she would 
use in an uchi situation. This is expressed in the same emphatic manner as 
in the subtitles when she yells “Stop it!” rather than a more subdued “Please 
stop.” The dubbing portrays her resolve in an even stronger way, as it has her 
yelling “Stop it now!” This strong language, along with Mima’s high-pitched 
voice, gives the dubbing the forceful Mima we also see in the original Japanese 
script, meaning that, concerning “the gender question”, Mima is as strong a 
female character in the dubbing as she is in the Japanese script.
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4.2.3. Scene 3: Mima and Rumi talk about the fan blog about Mima
In this scene, Mima and Rumi have a brief discussion about a letter Mima 
received earlier from a fan detailing a blog called Mima’s Room. It occurs right 
before Mima is about to speak her first lines in Double Bind. Mima asks Rumi 
to explain a blog to her, and Rumi tries to explain what it is. Mima still does 
not understand, even after Rumi’s explanation.
Figure 3. Mima and Rumi
Example 3. 00.13.38-00.14.12
Japanese Romaji
Mima: Ne ne Rumi-chan, wakatta? Sore?
Rumi: Kore intaanetto no hoomu peeji dayo.
Mima: Aa saikin hayatteru are. De nan nano sore?
Rumi: Nn- nanteittara ii no kana? Pasokon tsuushin mitai namon nanda kedo ne.
Mima: Sorede…
Rumi: Kono Mima no heya ni rinku hattate koto ha kono Kono Mima no heya tenomo 
hoomu peeji no namae nano. Sappari?
Mima: Un! Sappari!
Back-translation
Mima: Rumi do you understand this?
Rumi: This is a homepage on the internet.
Mima: Ah, that new popular thing. So, what is it?
Rumi: What can I say? It’s like computer networks.
Mima: And…
Rumi: With this link attachment you can access Mima’s room, and Mima’s Room is the 
name of the website. Got it?
Mima: Nope, I don’t get it.
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Official Subtitles
Do you know what 
that note means, Rumi?
It’s an Internet home page.
Oh, that thing that’s been popular lately!
… and what is it?
How can I describe it?
It’s kind of like computer networks.
And?
Considering that this person “put up a link to Mima’s Room”…
… this “Mima’s room” thing is the title of a web site.
You don’t get it, do you?
Nope, not one bit.
Official Dubbing
Mima: What do you think, Rumi? Do you know what it means?
Rumi: It’s just a website, somebody took it off the internet.
Mima: Oh, that’s really popular lately! Huh, so what’s it mean?
Rumi: Hmm how can I describe it? It’s kind of a like networking by using the 
computer.
Mima: Yeah and?
Rumi: Well it looks like this person, whoever it is, put up a link to Mima’s room, which 
is the title of the website. That makes sense?
Mima: Hum, not one bit!
In the original Japanese script, Mima uses the informal past form of wakaru 
(“to understand”) when she asks Rumi “wakatta?” (“did you understand?”), 
as well as the informal “uun” (which Mima also used when speaking with her 
mother on the telephone). This tone indicates that it is a familiar interaction, 
as Mima and Rumi know each other. Rumi speaks in an informal manner 
with Mima, using feminine SFPs such as -yo (“right?”). Both Rumi and Mima 
Rumi also use the moderately-feminine SFP -nano. In the Japanese script Rumi 
addresses Mima in a motherly tone, as if explaining to a child how something 
works, using longer sounds, especially longer vowels.
Rumi’s motherly relationship with Mima is lost in the subtitles, however. 
She simply states—and because of lack of space, quite rapidly—the concept 
of a blog. The dubbing does not address this either, as Rumi speaks quickly to 
Mima, rather than slowly explain a blog to her as a mother would to a child. 
This demonstrates that the people who worked on the subtitling and dubbing 
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did not notice Rumi’s tone in the original Japanese script, something that 
probably requires several viewings of the film to detect. The dubbing misses a 
subtle cue about the state of Rumi’s declining sanity. It shows her fatigue—she 
is yawning from lack of sleep at the beginning of the scene—but it also portrays 
how much Rumi cares about Mima, and how she is trying to support Mima’s 
decisions with the faculties she has left.
At the end of her explanation about the blog, Rumi asks Mima if she 
understands—Mima states she does not. In the Japanese script, Rumi asks her 
“Sappari?” which is an adverb that means “at all” (in other words, she asks “Do 
you understand at all?”). Mima replies with an informal “un!” (“Yes”), followed 
by “Sappari!” (“Not at all!”). In the dubbing, Mima and Rumi converse in an 
informal manner, with Rumi asking her “That make sense?” to which Mima 
replies “Hum, not one bit!” The dubbing portrays an informal interaction, with 
Rumi omitting the verb “does” from the sentence. It is, however, different from 
the subtitles, where instead Rumi asks Mima the question “You don’t get it, do 
you?” Mima replies “Nope, not one bit”. The two characters in the subtitled 
version of the scene use, then, what Lakoff (2004) and Hiramoto (2013) label 
an expected way for women to speak with the use of tag-questions. The use 
of these questions portrays Rumi speaking to Mima in a condescending way, 
implying that Mima is ignorant and lacks knowledge of the Internet. Mima’s 
reply in the subtitled version is similar to hers in the dubbing, but the way 
Rumi’s question is phrased ends up emphasising Mima’s lack of knowledge 
about the internet.
4.2.4. Scene 4: Phantom Mima and Mima interact
In this scene, Mima begins to definitively lose her mind. The Phantom Mima 
that has sporadically appeared throughout the film now addresses her directly. 
She tells Mima that her reputation is “tarnished” due the rape scene she per-
formed, and that no one likes an idol with “that kind of reputation”. Mima, 
stupefied, asks Phantom Mima to reveal her identity. The illusion cryptically 
replies that she will be taking the spotlight instead of Mima.
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Figure 4. Phantom Mima and Mima
Example 4. 00.39.18-00.40.30
Japanese Romaji
Mima: Chigauyo! Kore ha watashi janai!
Phantom Mima: Atarimaeyo kore ga hontō no Mima damon. Hontō ha aidoru ni 
modoritai to omotterukuseni!
Mima: Chigau datte watashi ha mō…
Phantom Mima: Watashi ha mō? Souyone mō aidoru nankajya naimon ne. Datte anata 
ha mō yogorechatta mono. Yogoreta aidoru nante daremo suki ni nanai yone?
Mima: Chigau! Chigaumon!
Phantom Mima: Anata ha mō ano hikari no naka niha modorenai. Demo iino watashi 
ga irukara. Kore kara ha watashi ga hikari de anata ga kage yo.
Mima: Nani itteruno? Anata dare nano?
Phantom Mima: Dare mo anata nante suki janai. Yogorechatta!
Mima: Yamete yametettara! Watashi ha yogoreranakyia! Matte! Matte!
Back-translation
Mima: No, this is not me!
Phantom Mima: No wonder this is the real Mima. The real one wants to return to being 
an idol again.
Mima: No, I am no longer…
Phantom Mima: No longer what? You’re saying you don’t want to be an idol, but you’re 
tainted. So you’re already tainted. And nobody likes tarnished idols, right?
Mima: No no!
Phantom Mima: You can no longer be in the spotlight. But it’s all good, I am here. From 
now on, I will be in the spotlight instead of you!
Mima: What are you doing? Who are you?
Phantom Mima: Nobody likes you anymore. Tainted tainted!
Mima: Stop, stop! I am not tainted… wait, wait!
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Official Subtitles
This… This isn’t true!
I’m not writing any of this!
Of course! The REAL Mima is writing this!
I know that deep down in your heart




Oh yeah, you’re no longer a pop idol.
You’re a filthy woman now.
Nobody likes idols with tarnished reputations!
That’s not true! That’s not true!
Mimarin!
You can’t step back into that spotlight now…
But that’s all right. I’M here.
From now on, I’ll be in the light, and you’ll be in the shadows.
What are you saying!?
Who in the world are you!?
Nobody likes you anymore.
You’re tarnished! FILTHY!
Stop! Stop it!




Mima: What?? This isn’t true, I didn’t write this!
Phantom Mima: Of course you didn’t! The real Mima is writing this! I know that deep 
down in your heart you want to be a pop-idol again!
Mima: No! It’s not true! I’m no longer…
Phantom Mima: … no longer, what…? Oh yeah that’s right, you’re no longer a pop 
idol! You’re a filthy woman now, like a slut! No one likes a pop idol, with a tarnished 
reputation.
Mima: It’s not true! It’s not!
Phantom Mima: You won’t be able to step back into that spotlight now! It’s all right, 
you don’t have to worry; I’m here. From now on, I’ll be in the light, and you’ll be in the 
shadows!
Mima: What’re you saying?? Who in the hell are you?
Phantom Mima: Nobody cares for you anymore! You’re tarnished, and, you’re filthy!
Mima: Stop it! Stop it I am not tarnished! Wait… no! Wait…!
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In the Japanese script, both Mima and Phantom Mima address each other 
using a neutral language, employing 1PPs and 2PPs, such as watashi (“I”) and 
anata (“you”). This is significant because it shows that even though Phantom 
Mima is a part of Mima, the two are separate entities in Mima’s mind. This 
is demonstrated by the distance created by the use of the standard pronouns 
watashi and anata, instead of more familiar ones, such as atashi (“I”) or kimi 
(“you”). Phantom Mima is a detached being that bluntly states her intention 
to take over the host. Mima also uses moderately-feminine SFPs such as -nano 
and -no. However, due to the intensity of the scene and Mima’s confusion at 
Phantom Mima, I believe that the use of this SFP is actually Mima trying to 
place herself in a stronger, defensive position against Phantom Mima, to “assert 
herself”, as Abe (1998: 63) explains that women sometimes use female SFPs 
in order to take a stronger stance.
The language in this scene is much stronger in the dubbing than in the 
subtitles. In both, Phantom Mima tells Mima “You’re a filthy woman now!” The 
dubbing, however, adds the phrase “Like a slut!—besides including Phantom 
Mima’s insults of calling Mima “filthy” and “tarnished”—something that 
increases the objectification of Mima. The subtitles, as a close rendering of 
the Japanese text, do not have this kind of addition; instead, the subtitles try 
to compensate the forcefulness by writing certain words all in capital letters, 
e.g. “REAL!” and “FILTHY!” These words are used to emphasise Mima’s “dirt-
iness”. No other words are added, and no modulations are carried out in order 
to convey this feeling. Hence, the subtitles emphasise Mima’s dirtiness through 
capitalisation, but the dubbing has a “dirtier” portrayal of Mima compared to 
the original Japanese version by making Phantom Mima insult Mima more 
through the use of expletives that were not part of the Japanese script.
4.2.5. Scene 5: Me-Mania attacks Mima
In this scene, Me-Mania attacks Mima in the same movie set where she was 
gang-raped for the Double Bind series. This is, in fact, the only instance in 
Perfect Blue where Me-Mania and the real Mima interact face to face and engage 
in dialogue. Me-Mania hits Mima, momentarily knocking her out, and gets on 
top of her. But as Me-Mania salivates over Mima’s naked body, Mima reaches 
for a hammer on the set and hits him in the head. Me-Mania dies screaming 
just moments later.
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Me-Mania: Omae no koe nanka dare ni mo todokumonka!
Mima: Anata dare? Doushite konna…
Me-Mania: Boku no daijina Mima-rin wo mamorunda!
Mima: Watashi… watashi ga Mima yo!
Me-Mania: Chigau chigau chigau chigau chigau! Boku ga Mimania datte siranakatta 
jyanaika. Mimarin no huri shiyagatte!
Mima: Aa yamete! Iie! Iie!
Me-Mania: Kono kuchi de ano raitaa yara kameraman wo tarashikon danoka? Mimarin 
wo yogoshi yagatte!
Mima: Masaka anata ga…
Me-Mania: Hontō no Mimarin ha mainiti bokuni meeru wo kurerunda. Omae ga jyama 
bakkari surutte
Mima: Anata ga koroshitano?
Me-Mania: Mousugu omae mo na!
Back-translation
Mima: Somebody help me!
Me-Mania: Nobody is able to hear your voice!
Mima: Who are you? Why are…?
Me-Mania: I am protecting my dear Mima!
Mima: I, I am Mima!
Me-Mania: No no no no no! You don’t know this. There cannot be an impostor Mima.
Mima: Ah stop, no no!
Me-Mania: Did you trick the writer and cameraman with that mouth? You dirtied 
Mima!
Mima: Don’t tell me you…
Me-Mania: The real Mima emails me everyday! You’re getting on the way!
Mima: Did you kill them?
Me-Mania: And soon so will you…
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Official Subtitles
Somebody help me!
Like anyone can hear 
YOUR voice right now!
Who are you!?
Why are you doing this!?
I’m protecting my dear Mimarin!
But-But I’m Mima!
No, no, no, no, NO!
You didn’t know I was Me-mania!
You’re just PRETENDING to be Mimarin!
STOP!
NO! STOP!
Did you fool that screenwriter and that 
photographer with this little mouth?
You tarnished Mimarin’s name!
Can it be… that you…
The real Mimarin e-mails me every day!
And she says that you
keep getting in her way!
You killed them!?
And you’ll die soon, too! 
Official Dubbing
Mima: Ah, somebody, help me!
Me-Mania: Like anyone can hear you right now!
Mima: Who are you? W-why are you doing this?
Me-Mania: I’m protecting my dear Mima-rin! Whaddaya think??
Mima: Protecting… but I’m Mima-rin!
Me-Mania: No no no no no no no! Dammit! You didn’t know I was Me-Mania! You’re 
just pretending to be Mima-rin!
Mima: No, stop!
Me-Mania: You tarnished Mima-rin’s name! Fooling that photographer and 
screenwriter! With that little mouth of yours!
Mima: But… how can it be that you….
Me-Mania: The real Mima-rin is nice, she emails me every day. And she says you’re on 
her way!
Mima: Did you kill them? Did you?
Me-Mania: And you’ll die soon too!
In the Japanese script, Me-Mania uses the 2PP omae to address Mima. Omae 
is a very informal pronoun, and Me-Mania uses it pejoratively towards Mima. 
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By employing this specific pronoun, Me-Mania shortens the psychological 
and social distance between himself and his victim. This serves to bring Mima 
down from her status as an idol and actress, into one that is below Me-Mania. 
This allows him to exert physical and psychological control over her through 
his attempt to rape her, and the use of the overly pejorative omae.
Although Me-Mania uses a pejorative pronoun, omae, towards Mima, and 
a slightly-masculine one, boku, for himself, Mima keeps Me-Mania off by using 
the neutral anata (“you”) and watashi (“I”). She is in extreme distress and is 
keeping a linguistic distance from him. Mima uses the -te imperative form, 
which is used mostly by men (Hiramoto 2013, 60), when she says yamete 
(“stop”), something expected under these dire circumstances. Mima also uses 
the moderately feminine SFP -no in “koroshitano?” (“killed”), but as Abe (1998) 
explains, by using this particular SPF she is not being weak, rather, she is 
asserting herself. This also contrasts with the highly-masculine SFP Me-Mania 
uses in -mona. Me-Mania and Mima are not only clashing physically, but also 
verbally: Me-Mania is attempting to rape Mima and refers to her pejoratively 
with omae whilst also using highly-masculine SFPs like -mona, whilst Mima is 
pushing Me-Mania away and using imperatives (instead of requests), as well 
as feminine SFPs such as -no in order to get away and survive.
Me-Mania in general speaks in a pejorative tone towards Mima in this 
scene. His tone is one of complete disdain towards the idol he says he loves. 
He also curses at Mima in the dubbing, attacking Mima in a different manner 
than the Japanese version. In the dubbing Mima pauses several times during the 
confrontation (e.g. “W-why”, “But… how can it be you…”) which are not part 
of the Japanese version. This is a hesitation that is added to Mima’s character, 
although it does not make her look weak, just simply frightened.
The dubbing also has an interesting translation of one of Me-Mania’s lines. 
He tells Mima “Kono kuchi de ano raitaa yara kameraman wo tarashikondanoka? 
Mimarin wo yogoshi yagatte!,” which the dubbing translates as: “You tarnished 
Mima-rin’s name! Fooling that photographer and screenwriter! With that little 
mouth of yours!” In the subtitles, he says: “Did you fool that screenwriter and 
photographer with this little mouth? You tarnished Mima-rin’s name!” The 
dubbing has a slight, but significant difference. By adding the possessive “that 
little mouth of yours”, the tone of the line becomes more pejorative than the 
“This little mouth” used in the subtitles.
4.2.6. Scene 6: Final scene: “I am who I am!”
In the film’s final scene, we see Mima visiting Rumi at the mental hospital, with 
the sky coloured “blue”. Rumi never recovers from her mental breakdown and 
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still believes she is Mima the idol. On her way out of the hospital, Mima over-
hears two of the nurses debating whether she is “the” famous Kirigoe Mima. 
This lets the viewer know that Mima has become a successful actress, but the 
nurses conclude it cannot possibly be her because they (wrongly) assume 
Mima would have no reason to visit the hospital. Mima walks on by and gets 
into her car. The final shot features Mima looking at herself in the mirror, and 
speaking the film’s final line, says:
Figure 6. Mima staring at the rearview mirror in the film’s final scene
Example 6. 01.17.39-01.17.42
Japanese Romaji
Mima: Watashi ha hon mono dayo!
Back-translation 
Mima: I am the real thing
Official Subtitles
No, I’m real! 
Official Dubbing
Mima: No, I’m the real thing! 
In the Japanese script, Mima says “watashi ha hon mono dayo”, which literally 
means “I’m the real thing”. Mima, as in most other places in the script, uses the 
standard 1PP watashi, instead of the more feminine forms atashi or watakushi. 
She also uses the SFP -yo, which is normally used by both male and female 
speakers of the language. In other words, the language Mima employs in this 
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phrase is not particularly feminine—as in most of the other cases where she 
speaks—but neutral.
In the subtitles, this line is translated as “No, I’m real!” This line shows 
that Mima is finally able to distinguish between reality and fantasy, although 
the ending is open to interpretation. Both the dubbing and the subtitles show 
an assertive Mima, herself convinced that she is real. Even if the translations 
are simply conveying the intended message of the Japanese script, and do not 
take into account Mima as a character and her particular use of watashi (instead 
of atashi, for example), this last line of the script reflects the ongoing charac-
teristic of the film’s subtitles and dubbing: That the unmanipulated manner 
in which the film was translated means that the message of the Japanese text 
is undiluted.
5. Analysis and Conclusions
The analysis of Perfect Blue and the differences between its many versions has 
led the author to the following conclusions. The first finding is that the official 
subtitles of Perfect Blue provide a close rendering of the original Japanese script. 
From the standpoint of the translation of gender, the subtitles do not translate 
some of the nuances that make Mima a strong female character in the Japanese 
script, e.g. use of imperative forms, standard—not feminine—1PPs, neutral 
SFPs, as well as the feminine SFPs when she wants to assert herself. Kon chose 
to make Mima speak in a particular way, to have a specific yakuwarigo, as he 
wanted to demonstrate Mima’s evolution as a person, from idol to actress. This 
evolution in Mima’s personality, and her way of speaking, is not shown in either 
the subtitles or dubbing.
This happens with other characters as well. Rumi speaks in a standard 
manner when she is cogent (e.g. using neutral forms of verbs) and in a girlish, 
feminine manner when she becomes deranged (e.g. with the use of more femi-
nine SFPs). Tadokoro speaks in a stereotypically masculine manner (e.g. with 
SFPs like -zo). Me-Mania is moderately masculine in his speech (e.g. using 
1PPs such as “boku”) despite his androgyny—visually speaking—as a char-
acter, and refers pejoratively to Mima by using omae. These strong feminine 
and masculine qualities of the characters are not expressed by the subtitles. 
The subtitles write specific, important words in capital letters (e.g. “SLUT!” 
for Phantom Mima), which help emphasise the attitudes characters may have 
towards one another, whether this concerns Mima’s response to her rowdy fans, 
or Me-Mania’s abuse towards Mima during his attempted rape. The subtitles, 
however, do not portray a weaker Mima, meaning that the feminist message 
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Kon wanted to transmit is maintained in the subtitles, even if it is not as strong 
as in the Japanese script.
Last, but not least, the author found that the characters in the dubbing 
employ a stronger language, and harsher words, towards each other. This can 
be observed in the scene where Phantom Mima treats Mima in an extremely 
harsh manner compared to the Japanese script, calling her “a slut”, a phrase 
she does not use in the Japanese version. The dubbing is more mindful of the 
nature of each scene, taking care to convey a message not only through what 
is said, but also by how it is said. Mima, for instance, is portrayed as a strong 
character throughout the film, with the tone of her voice accurately reflecting 
the intended linguistic meaning of her words (e.g. if Mima is angry, she sounds 
angry in the dubbing as well). Rumi is more inconsistent in this regard, as 
her tone varies from scene to scene. In the Japanese script, for example, she 
often behaves with a motherly touch in her interactions with Mima, yet she 
frequently sounds condescending in the dubbing. Rumi also uses more tag 
questions in the dubbing, as she follows the rules of how women are expected 
to speak both in Japanese and English (Hiramoto 2013).
The author, then, discovered that the script by Kon and Murai makes subtle 
shifts in the way the film’s characters use these linguistic markers, and these are 
not taken into account in the translation. For example, when Mima goes from 
using moderately-feminine 1PPs and SFPs to neutral or ones, these shifts are 
not reflected in the subtitles and dubbing. The author hypothesized that there 
would be more to these linguistic markers in the English translation, but the 
fine distinctions Kon uses are absent in English.
Hence, it is my position that when translating anime (or any other form 
of Japanese material) from Japanese into other languages, it is crucial to take 
into account the characters’ use of the 1PPs, 2PPs and SFPs. It is also critical 
that the translation remains consistent with the specific social context (the role 
and distance between characters) of a particular scene. Japanese is a gendered 
language, to the extent that the specific use of a 1PP, 2PPs or SFP can deter-
mine a character’s status compared to the other. By minding the significance 
of these nuances when translating, the translator can convey a more accurate 
(or “inaccurate”, depending on what the translator is aiming for) translation 
in the same constrained space. The study of how that is achieved is not the 
focus of this research, but it is certainly a topic that deserves to be examined.
Nonetheless, this does not mean that the subtitles and dubbings are “poor” 
translations. It is notable that the translations I have analysed do not severely 
alter the meaning of the Japanese script. This is a fundamental success, as trans-
lations often unintentionally alter the meaning of the original text. Scholars 
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of gender and audiovisual translation have long observed this problem in 
translation: The gender aspects of the characters are often manipulated to 
serve the interests of the country or culture where the product is disseminated. 
Bianchi’s (2008) study of the dubbing of Buffy the Vampire Slayer in Italy, Feral’s 
(2011a) examination of the subtitles and dubbing of Sex and the City in France, 
as well as Chagnon’s (2016) study of the dubbing of Queer as Folk and The L 
Word in Québec all show how an audiovisual product can be manipulated to 
serve the hegemonic ideals of masculinity or femininity of a specific place and 
time. Hence, in the case of Perfect Blue, even if the subtitles and dubbings do 
not completely reflect or take into account the specific 1PPs, 2PPs and SFPs 
of the Japanese script’s yakuwarigo, the fact that the translations are a close 
rendition of the script means that Kon’s feminist message remains undiluted 
and unchanged.
Kon encoded a feminist message into Perfect Blue, one that criticises how 
Japanese society treats women as objects for consumption, particularly idols. 
The scriptwriters, Kon Satoshi and Murai Sadayuki, decided to give Mima and 
the other characters in Perfect Blue a specific yakuwarigo that would commu-
nicate to Japanese viewers the characters’ positions in Japanese society and in 
respect to each other. Mima’s yakuwarigo is one that does not follow the stere-
otypical language of a female character in anime, as shown in this work. Kon 
and Murai wanted to push a specific feminist message not only in the film’s 
images and script, but also in the language employed by its main character, 
Kirigoe Mima.
Hiramoto (2013: 75) argues that anime is a pop cultural phenomenon that 
usually “follows hegemonic norms”, and Scott (2010) claims that the work of 
Kon Satoshi actually reproduces the stereotypes seen in anime. Yet this research 
has shown that Kon actually created strong female characters that do not follow 
the hegemonic norms seen in anime. Kon’s message is an acid, grating criticism 
of Japan’s strong patriarchal norms and social pressures. Kon goes against the 
masculine hegemony rampant in anime and Japanese society, and even though 
Perfect Blue was released in 1997, the issues that Kon criticises in his film still 
persist in Japan today. Kon’s gender portrayals—and the encoded criticisms—
are maintained in the translation and reinforced through the film’s images. As 
a result, Kon’s critique of Japanese society and idol culture remains intact in 
the translation, and I can only hope that both Japanese and English-speaking 
audiences revisit this film, and “reflect” on the issues Kon wanted to address.
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